Oscar winner urges peace on earth

By Bruce Sutherland

Oscar winner Vivienne Verdon-Roé urges peace on earth in her latest film, "The Last Epidemic." Verdon-Roé received an Oscar nomination for her performance in "The Nuclear Shadow: What Can the Children Tell Us?" during the Prague Film Festival in 1982. She is recognized for her contributions to promoting peace and awareness of nuclear issues through her work in film and her role as a political activist.

Fake ID will mean felony for offender

By J.W. McPhail

Fake identification cards obtained by lying to the Department of Motor Vehicles are easy to get and well sold, said those who have them, but if they are confiscated, the charge is felony fraud. Using an ID that belongs to someone else, or altering one, is a lesser misdemeanor crime. A felony conviction stays on a person's record for life.

Ambassadors crowned for new Royal tradition

By Lisa Parsons

The Poly Royal Ambassadors, sponsored by the Poly Student Government, were crowned on Monday, January 23, with six new ambassadors to represent Cal Poly at various events. The coronation took place in the Student Union Ballroom, and the ceremony was attended by faculty, staff, and students.

Students may face state fee hike

By Cass Caulfield

The state university fee paid by students could raise as much as 10 percent if the governor's proposed budget is approved by the legislature. Students taking under six units and those taking six or more units would have to pay $300 for students taking six units or more.

INSIDE

Firefighters do more than battle blazes and save lives. Mustang Daily spoke with several local firemen who tell their stories of heroic acts, such as unclogging toilets. See page 5.
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Editor — In response to Jeff Coffman's letter, King was a "communist" of Jan. 19.

If those forces fighting civil rights were communists, these forces that water-canoned and beat peaceful marchers, the crowds that brutally attacked freedom riders, the vigilantes who had their own civil rights activi­

Editor — Unfortunately, the days of McCarthyism by-association are not yet gone in this country. This is evident from Jeff Coffman's name-calling of "communists that were "dis-erers" to Dr. Martin Luther King.

Mr. Coffman claims that Dr. King was a communist and uses this fact to back himself up. He also suggests that people read the biographies of Dr. King which are "full of references to communism."

Mr. Coffman also implies that Dr. David Cosin, who came here to speak about Dr. King, was a communist. Why? Because Dr. Cosin specialized in "Marxism and Leninism" at Washington University. I recall that in high school, one of my history teach­ers gave the class the option to have his lesson temporarily str for a book on a lesson on communism. I think not.

We simply wanted to learn what system, which we are trained to take a stand against.

Finally, Mr. Coffman suggests that Dr. King preached violence instead of non-violence from the fact that he was shot. In fact, it is evi­

dent that Mr. Coffman is the one who needs to be educated on the civil rights move­

ments. If he did so, he would understand that Dr. King was soldly against using vio­

lence as a means of social change. He would discover that before a civil rights demonstra­

tor is murdered, he or she is generally not aware that they would not strike back at those who attacked them.

When the civil rights demonstrations ended in violence, it was because the Bull Con­

ners of the South attacked the peaceful demonstrators with clubs, vicious dogs and fire­

hoses. If after being attacked like that, some of the people couldn't keep their non-violence promise, I can hardly blame them; and Dr. King certainly would not blame them.

In the future, when Mr. Coff­

man takes a position on an issue, I would suggest he look around and see who is on his side. If he sees J. Edgar Hoover, Joe Mc­

Carthy, Bull Connors and Jesse Helms, I would suggest he rethink his position.

Michael M. Welch

C-minus grade counts as a D

Editor — For those of you who missed the front page yesterday, according to Corkie Lee the aca­

demic probation cut-off is still 2.0. What kind of moron would go to a plus-minus grading system and then disen­

the minus as an important grade, not to mention the plus.

I may already have lost an A­
plus last quarter, but now I have the luxury of doing 30 for a C-minus (1.7) going into the final AP evaluation. I figure with the exam scores I already lost for the A-plus, that's a 60 turn around. Have you people forgotten C-minus has actually taken the form of a D. A 70 to 71 percent grade was always termined average until yester­
day. The officials at the registrar are doing something to the academic standards. For many people on the edge, this is very frightening. According to the Education News that your parents read, the grading system for AP limit would be implemented. Hey Poly, when were you thinking about doing this? Don't feel like waiting three or four quarters while the Student Senate battles it out with the plus-minus system still active. I haven't seen any on-campus pro­
tests for anything, and this is well worth it. I ask you to reader to show some form of pro­
test (even a simple letter to the mayor), taking it to the teacher, talk to ASI, or just flood letters into the paper. As a freshman we can go to school with a fairly clean record. I know I can't change it myself.

I say we should change the nature of the grading system and get back the old. So how about thinking about this once and for all. Let's protest.

David Redding

Graphic Communication

Apology for L-field thrashing

Editor — In regards to John Vlahadres and the Rugby team's Jan. 12 letter: I would like to apologize for the destruction of the L-shaped field last Saturday. It never occurred to any of us that this could be a real field. But before you ramble on about any longer about our lack of con­

sciousness, the better for us and for你们. If the field had just been rode­

ed it should have been ropped off. The students have no knowledge of maintance oc­
curs, therefore it is up to the university to inform us. The students of the residence halls have little or no field time alike. This takes away the advantage of the few hours granted once a week. The students here must be in­

considerate as a whole. We are a just a group of students who are more or less the same fraternity group using the field, and proceeded by another group of students from the residence halls.

We agree that we need to use our facilities wisely, and that the thrashing of the field was a great misuse of our facilities. However, destruction was out of hand. We are just a group of students who enjoy a good ball game and a good football game. Once again apologize to all students who will lose use of the field.

John Smith
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Academics or athletics?

Past Deadline

By Alison Skratt
Gymnasts have high hopes

By Anthony M. Romero

The Cal Poly gymnastics team has a strong mixture of talented freshmen and experienced juniors which gives Head Coach Tim Rivera high hopes for his Mustangs. Those high hopes will be tested tonight against Division I teams San Jose State and UC Santa Barbara and Division II rival Sacramento State at 7:30 p.m. in Gym.

"Our people are shifting around quite well to give us lots of depth this year," Rivera said.

That depth is anchored by strong uppersclassmen as well as strong placings from the freshmen. The uppersclassmen are led by junior All-Americans Kim Wells and Mimi Pham, as well as Mary Kay Humble and uneven bars specialist Julie Bell.

Thus far Bolen has been consistent in the uneven parallel bars, while Pham, Humble, and Wells have shown their leadership as they have taken turns scoring the most points in the all-around the past three meets.

Freshmen Theresa Bell, Dawn Fowler, Marcia Lercy, Amy Reardon and Elise Anderson have all made their presence felt. Anderson has been the highest Mustang scorer in the last two meets in the uneven parallel bars, while Jeff's performance in the vault has placed her in the top three in every meet.

"Reardon adds a lot of stability to the team in the balance beam," Rivera said. "The season is young and already she has scored a 9.25."

Lercy has proven her worth around quite well to give us lots of depth this year," Rivera said.

The Mustangs open the season tomorrow night against Sacramento State in Crandall Gym.

Since Sacramento State only has five gymnasts and this is their first year, the team scoring will be done differently. Usually the top five scores out of six performers are used in calculating the team score. At this meet, only the top three scores will be used, although the Mustangs will still compete with six members.

Team captain and acting men's coach Jeff Whitmer, is not looking for perfection in this first meet, just the basics.

"It's the first meet of the year. We'll look for everyone to stick to their basic routines. Because of our depth, we just want everyone to nail their routine,"

Because the team's foundation was laid last year, Whitmer said that he has already seen big improvements this year.

"It was hard to get schools to commit against us (last year) because they didn't know we had a team... now bigger schools are asking about our program. The team might also grow through word-of-mouth because members of last year's team have been able to tell others about the program. Whitmer said that a few freshmen are looking at coming to Cal Poly because of the gymnastics team. Because of this, he expects next year's team to be even better.

Men gymnasts doing well

By Michael J. Levy

Even though it was their rookie year, the men's gymnastics team is performing quite well, thank you.

In four meets, they earned a record of 2-2 in terms of team matches. Their biggest accomplishment was sending one of their members, Lance Eagan, to the Division II nationals.
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Sports

KJDJ will become radio voice of Cal Poly sports

By Tara Giambalvo

Play-by-play broadcasts of Cal Poly's football and men's basketball games will be broadcast on KJDJ (1030 News Radio) instead of KVEC Radio beginning July 1.

KJDJ bid $17,585 for the exclusive right to broadcast regularly scheduled games for three years, said Ken Walker, Cal Poly athletic director.

"1030 News Radio's interest in high-quality broadcasts and active participation in the promotion of our events throughout the Central Coast area are particularly exciting," he said.

The contract also allows the broadcast of selected women's volleyball and men's baseball games and gives KJDJ first refusal rights to other Cal Poly athletic events.

David Cox, general manager of KJDJ, said the station plans to focus on the technical aspects of game broadcasts.

He said he plans to upgrade phone lines to bring studio-quality sound and crowd noises to listeners.

He also wants to add a third broadcaster at the sidelines to get closer as the action that might be missed by regular broadcasters and to record crowd noises.

"There's a total experience that goes beyond the game," Cox said.

KJDJ has no plans to broadcast any other local school sports.

"We think we're the premier product here in Cal Poly," he said. "We're putting all our eggs into that one basket."

Broadcasts of games between now and July 1 will still be aired on KVEC, which has broadcast Cal Poly football games since the 1980s and men's basketball games since early 1960s.

KVEC, however, chose not to bid for the new contract.

"We just decided to pass," Nick Miles, owner of KVEC, told the County Telegram-Tribune. "It just didn't work for us. We thought it over very carefully but decided against it."

He cited conflicts with the station's broadcasts of Los Angeles professional and college sports.

"We tried it. Took a long, hard look at it, and it just didn't work for us," Miles said.

Rush Miler, general manager of KVEC, said Wednesday she had no further comments on why the station chose not to bid.

KJDJ was chosen after the team scoring went beyond the game. Cox said.
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Sports Clubs

Cal Poly Men’s and Women’s Polo Teams will attempt to perform what no other Cal Poly squad has tried in the past...12 hours of continuous water polo.

The team will be playing regulation games from 2 p.m. today until 2 a.m. Saturday at the outdoor pool.

Admission is free.

The purpose is to help the team raise funds for the upcoming season. Community support is needed because water polo is not an NCAA recognized sport at Cal Poly and receives no funds to compete, Brian Hill said.

The women’s team competed in their first tournament last weekend defeating UC Berkeley, using UCSB and losing to UC Davis.

The men have just finished their best season in 10 years with a record of 17-6-0 with all their losses coming in Top Ten Division I teams.

Tony Lee, president of both the sports club council and the men’s water polo team, said, “The teams must be given a lot of credit, they have the toughest schedules of any team in California. They must travel 500-600 miles on a weekend in private cars just to compete with other school supported teams.”

The Cal Poly Crew is holding its fifth annual Erg-a-thon Jan. 19 to 21, at the Old Mission Plaza.

The Erg-a-thon is a fundraising event that is actually a “row-a-thon” using ergometers (rowing machines) rather than racing hours.

The crew hopes to row 1300 miles on the machines during the 48-hour event, with the men’s and women’s crews taking turns.

This is all you need to apply for the Card.

With Automatic Approval, it’s easier to qualify while you’re still in school.

Now getting the Card is easier than ever. For the very first time, students can apply for the American Express Card over the phone.

Simply call 1-800-942-AMEX. We’ll take your application by phone and begin to process it right away.

It couldn’t be easier. What’s more, because you attend this school full time, you can also take advantage of the Automatic Approval Offer for students. With this offer, you can get the American Express Card right now—without a full-time job or a credit history. But if you have a credit history, it must be unblemished.

It’s actually easier for you to qualify for the Card now, while you’re still a student, than it ever will be again.

Become a Cardmember,
Fly Northwest $99 roundtrip.

As a student Cardmember you will be able to enjoy an extraordinary travel privilege: fly twice for only $99 roundtrip to any of the more than 180 Northwest Airlines cities in the 48 contiguous United States (only one ticket may be used per six-month period).*

And, of course, you’ll also enjoy all the other exceptional benefits and personal service you would expect from American Express.

Apply now by calling 1-800-942-AMEX. And then you can really go places—for less.

Apply Now: 1-800-942-AMEX

*Some restrictions may apply. For complete offer details, call 1-800-942-AMEX. Current student Cardmembers automatically receive two $99 travel vouchers in the mail.

© 1989 American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc.
Help Wanted: seeking fast thinking, physically fit, versatile person who will risk life and limb to fix toilets and fight conflagrations.

Must be willing to work long hours without sleep, have stamina and concentration. Ability to laugh and cry and maintain cool is essential. Pay is fair.

Who would respond to an ad like that? A firefighter.

And you thought they just fought fires. Think again.

There also isn’t any time for these individuals to sit around and pet the dahliam they don’t have or play cards. And you may be wondering where these heavily-suited firefighters run like crazy, jump, and get blisters sliding down the pole. Sorry, there aren’t any poles in one-second firehouses.

For the most part, the steroeotypical firefighter doesn’t exist. Firefighters are highly trained emergency response professionals who continually update their training. In layperson’s terms that means it’s a lot of hard work both physically and mentally.

Another tactical method is working with other fire departments. Cal Poly works with both the city and county on emergency services as part of a mutual aid network. And they often share the lighter moments together.

Bob Neumann, San Luis Obispo Fire, is a battalion chief, remembered one call he went out on where a little boy had gotten his finger stuck.

“Right up there in Cal Poly and I responded to a young five-year-old who got his index finger stuck in a siren bug.”

Neumann said, “The finger went in but didn’t want to come out. We got it out after about three hours.”

Another story Neumann related was one that held a twist of irony.

The Obispo Theater, formerly located where the parking lot in front of Zephyr’s is now located, burned down Dec. 28, 1975.

“Believe it or not, the movie that was scheduled the following week was ‘Gone With the Win.’”

“Neumann said with a twinkle of laughter.

Some may have seen the movie ‘Romane’ with Steve Martin. San Luis Obispo Fire Chief Michael Dolder said it portrayed some of the realities of the firefighting profession.

And some of the humor.

In the movie Steve Martin faces the stereotypical firefighter task of getting a cat out of a tree. Martin coaxes the cat down with a can of cat food but Dolder insisted he wouldn’t leave it.

It’s not that Dolder doesn’t get those calls, it’s that he draws a line.

“Those cats are still up there,” Dolder said.

“Ever see a skeleton of a cat up there?” Neumann joked.

Behind Dolder a photograph of a burning structure hangs on the wall as a reminder of a fire that happened in the 1930s. When asked about Dolder and Neumann laugh.

“We were hoping you wouldn’t ask about that one,” Dolder said. “That’s the old fire station on Higuera Street.”

Story and photos by Steve Harmon

Under a mutual-aid agreement, Cal Poly and SLO firefighters join when extra manpower is needed.

Fire jackets hang ready for the next emergency.

Neumann said flaming squirrels caused that one. It was actually an electrical problem in the bell tower, said Dolder.

Firefighters may be Jacks-of-all-trades but their focus is one—fighting fires as best as they know how.

“At the end of Romane when they show the firefighters coming together to fight a fire that’s what it’s like,” Dolder said. “It’s a very well-organized, orchestrated attack. Sure, we do a lot of other tasks but when the alarm goes off, everybody gets together.”

Under a program called mutual aid, Cal Poly’s fire department works with the city and county. They see the role of firefighter changing, too.

“We’re more than just firefighters,” Rick Smiley, Cal Poly fire captain, said. Smiley has worked at the fire station for 17 years.

“Fifty percent of our calls are medical. We also clean up hazardous waste, rescue people out of elevators. We respond to just about every emergency.”

But who would want to put their life on the line knowing that each day might present its own new risks and hazards, knowing that you are expected to be a lifesaver in life and death situations?

“By knowing your stuff you can be prepared,” Smiley said. “We’re not experts in one field or another but we can do just about anything. We’re Jacks-of-all-trades.

Ninety-nine percent of it is common sense.”

John Paulsen, Cal Poly assistant director of fire services, said the public often calls the fire department for things that are unrelated to fighting fires.

“When I worked as a firefighter in Los Angeles, we’d get all kinds of calls,” Paulsen said. “One lady had a problem with her toilet. It wouldn’t stop— you know the thing inside, the flapper that regulates water? She didn’t know who to call so she called us and we fixed it.”

Paulsen said they didn’t send her a plumbing bill. And if it had been a major repair then the fire department wouldn’t have fixed it, he said. All they can do is turn off the water to prevent any more damage from being done.

“I’ve also been on calls when we’ve gotten out there the people would come out and say ‘Forget it,’” Paulsen said. In those cases, the people involved
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Stranded cats, clogged toilets ... Firefighters tell of less heroic acts
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alleviated the problem through the use of a water main.

“Once they find out they’re not going to be fined, sued or anything else for having called us then they laugh about it,” Paulsen said. “They think ‘That was extremely unusual.’”

But why do people call the fire department for things that would be considered part of a firefighter’s duty?

“Something happens and somebody perceives it as an emergency,” Paulsen said. “And who do they call? A plumber because what response do they get? ‘Well, I’ll be out next week or so.’ No, they call us.”

Despite the humor in some calls, Paulsen said that every call is given the same consideration because that’s the way firefighters operate.

“It is a problem for them and until we get there and assure them it’s not a problem then it is one,” Paulsen said.

Aside from the lighter duties of a firefighter, there has been a definite increase in the amount of skills and training required. There’s a multiplicity of hazardous chemicals being tracked all over the highways, more traffic on the road and therefore more incidents.

In the last 20 years Paulsen has seen the level of training increase.

“Today’s firefighter has to have a basic knowledge of chemicals, fire prevention, investigating,” Paulsen said. “In the past you’d just go out and put the fire out and go home. Today, it’s much more than that.”

Paulsen, however, still thinks the term firefighter is appropriate to describe the job but perhaps sees the need for some re-wording of the definition.

More and more firefighters are involved in medical services than they used to be,” Paulsen said. “Hazardous waste cleanup is growing. The definition is changing...”
Apple’s new Mac ‘not exciting,’ but runs 4 times faster than SE

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Apple Computer Inc. on Thursday unveiled a new Model in its Macintosh computer line, one that runs four times faster than the Macintosh SE.

The announcement by the Cupertino desktop computer maker came two days after it lowered prices on some of its other products.

Dubbed the Macintosh SE-30, the new system packs about the same power as Apple’s top-of-the-line Macintosh II in a computer that appears identical to the earlier transportable Macintosh products.

Apple will show off the new computer at Macworld Expo, which is open to the public from Friday through Sunday at Moscone Center and Brooks-Hall Civic Center. The event is expected to draw 55,000 people.

Apple Chairman John Sculley said he expected the SE-30 to play a vital role in Apple’s success, comparing it to the company’s earlier Macintosh Plus, the first Macintosh computer with features for business use.

Some industry observers say the SE-30 lacks the dramatic innovation of some earlier Apple products.

“They said the same thing about the Macintosh Plus,” Sculley said. “Almost everybody in the media panned it, and all it did was save the company.”

Reaction to the new product was subdued.

“It’s not exciting, but it’s necessary for their product line,” said Tim Bajarin, executive vice president of Creative Strategies Research International, a market research company in Santa Clara.

The SE-30 is available in three configurations ranging in price from $4,500 to $6,700 depending on the amount of memory and size of the hard disk.

“It’s expensive,” said Tom Lafleur, director of engineering at Qualcomm Inc. The San Diego satellite communications company uses about 200 Macintosh computers.

PEACE

From page 1

ience asked Verdon-Roe if she felt America’s system of government needed to be changed.

“We do not need to change the system,” she answered. “We need to use it.’’

Verdon-Roe cited Americans’ apathetic attitude toward the voting process as the one right citizens must exercise.

The event was sponsored by Students for Social Responsibility, Physicians for Social Responsibility, Corita Billboard Project and the Central Coast Peace Network.

THE SPRING

GOLD RUSH IS ON!
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Order your college ring NOW.

JOSTENS

AMERICA’S COLLEGE RING

January 17-20 9am-4pm

Meet with your Jostens representative for full details. See our complete ring selection on display in your college bookstore.
Killer had ‘a hate for everybody’

STOCKTON, Calif. (AP) — Patrick Edward Purdy was a loner with drug and alcohol problems and “a hate for everybody,” but police said on Thursday they will never know why he staged his murderous commando raid on a schoolyard crowded with playing children.

And although most of his victims were the children of Southeast Asian refugees, Police Capt. Dennis Perry discounted the possibility Purdy had a racist dislike for Southeast Asian alone.

"Through his lifetime, Mr. Purdy developed a hate for everybody," Perry said at a crowded news conference.

Perry described Purdy as a "loner, (with) no friends, no particularly known girlfriends, a problem with alcohol, a problem with marijuana and a distinct dislike for everybody — not a particular race, everybody." But, said Perry, "in a way he beat us, because we’ll never know (why he did it)."

Perry, who is heading up the investigation into Tuesday’s massacre at the Cleveland Elementary School, which Purdy attended as a child, said the gunman also expressed hatred for police and would not have had a problem killing an officer.

He said Purdy’s enemy list apparently varied from day to day. He might be mad at one group but, "the next day he might be mad at another group," Perry said.

Perry said Purdy was a loner with drug and alcohol problems and a hate for everybody, but police said on Thursday he did not recall telling an area newspaper Purdy "hated" the Vietnamese. He said he remembered one conversation in which Purdy expressed his dismay at how Vietnamese refugees were treated when they arrived in the United States.

"We allow Vietnamese to come in and we give them a place of residence and a car and money and help to find a job," Sloan said in describing Purdy’s attitude.

"I’m sure he did" harbor a dislike for Vietnamese, Sloan added, but said Purdy never singled out any racial or ethnic groups.

"He expressed hatred and bitterness and anger towards just about anybody who asked him to do something," Sloan, 29, said, adding that Purdy appeared to feel he was being "dealt a short deck."

"It always seemed like he was on the edge of snapping," he said.

Judge declares a mistrial; says case is threat to health

LOS ANGELES (AP) — A senior federal judge said he declared a mistrial in a major product-liability case against G.D. Searle because the woman’s lawyer said he believed the case was assigned to U.S. District Judge Mariana Pfaelzer, who will hear it as soon as her schedule permits.

Pfaelzer did not hear the case Tuesday because of "a scheduling conflict with trial in the G.D. Searle product-liability case against" her. She said she had been appointed judge in the case, which she had asked for, and that she was available to hear it.

The trial, which began in November, is a case filed by the widow of a woman who died of lupus, a connective tissue disease, and was taking a new contraceptive called "Gary," made by the company.

"It was felt as far away as California and the Pacific area that this case was a threat to health," Judge Irving Hill said.

The trial in the mistrial Tuesday after more than two weeks of testimony was assigned to U.S. District Judge Chester Cooley, Searle lawyer.

After the mistrial was declared, the case was assigned to U.S. District Judge Marian Frazier, who will hear it as soon as her schedule permits.

5.0 quake hits southland; causes Malibu rockslides

LOS ANGELES (AP) — A strong earthquake shook a 70-mile area late Wednesday, causing downtown buildings to sway and rockslides in Malibu, but there were no immediate reports of injuries or major damage.

"It’s the strongest earthquake I’ve felt in 14 years of living in Los Angeles. It actually scared me. Our house went dark. My daughter woke up and began crying," said Rick Cizmert of the Venice area, 10 miles southwest of downtown.

The quake, which struck at 10:35 p.m., was centered about eight miles south of Malibu in the Pacific Ocean.

The trembler registered 5.0 on the Richter Scale, according to the California Institute of Technology in Pasadena.

It was felt as far away as Santa Barbara, 70 miles northwest of Los Angeles. Some power and telephone services were cut, but Los Angeles County sheriff’s department said there were no immediate reports of injuries or damage.

The Richter scale is a measure of ground motion as recorded on seismographs. Every increase of one number means a tenfold increase in magnitude.

An earthquake of 3.5 on the Richter scale can cause slight damage in the local area, 4 moderate damage, 5 considerable damage, 6 severe damage.

A 7 reading is a “major” earthquake, capable of widespread heavy damage; 8 is a “great” quake, capable of tremendous damage.

Late Night Dining? Of Course...

You can always find your Thrill at Hudson’s Grill.

Serving food ’til midnight — everynight!

Happy Hour Monday – Friday 4 to 7 PM

Full Bar open ’til 1 AM Friday and Saturday

Hudson’s Grill

SANTA MARIA
236 E. Betteravia Rd.
928-0505

SAN LUIS OBISPO
1005 Monterey St.
541-5999
Nation
Inauguration day barely here, but '92 whispers abound

WASHINGTON (AP) — Once again Democrats are out in the cold on Inauguration Day, speculators as a Republican takes office as president. But like George Bush, the Democrats are developing a special fondness for Martin Van Buren.

In his first news conference as president-elect, Bush expressed his gratitude to President Reagan and then said, "I also want to thank Martin Van Buren for paving the way. It's been a long time, Marty."

But Van Buren's election in 1836 had an incumbent vice president succeeded in winning the White House. But the Democrats like the second half of the Van Buren story: he was a one-term president, defeated when he ran for re-election in 1840.

As usual, there is a bumper crop of politicians hoping to be the star at a Democratic celebration next Inauguration Day.

Start with familiar names from the 1988 campaign — Michael Dukakis, Jesse Jackson, Lloyd Bentsen, Albert Gore Jr., Richard Gephardt. All are regarded as likely contenders when the 1992 campaign gets rolling.

Sen. Bill Bradley of New Jersey and Sam Nunn of Georgia refused to run in 1988, but may not be so reticent the next time around.

The same goes for Gov. Bill Clinton of Arkansas.

Gov. Mario Cuomo of New York is a name sure to come up in connection with 1992. And would the early stages of presidential speculation be complete without mention of Sen. Charles B. Robb of Virginia.

What about a woman? Rep. Patricia Schroeder of Colorado was tempted to join the 1988 field, but decided against it.

"Long shot? The Senate is filled with them."

Sen. George Mitchell of Maine was no sooner elected majority leader than wholesalers began suggesting he'd be an impressive presidential candidate.

Newly elected Sen. Bob Kerrey of Nebraska also was being mentioned even before moving to Washington.

The same was true of Sen. Edward M. Kennedy.

Several of the most prominent prospects for 1992 have re-election campaigns in 1990. They include Bradley, Gore, Nunn, Cuomo, Bentsen, Gephardt and Schroeder.

Dukakis, defeated the 1988 presidential nominee, recently announced he would not seek another term as governor of Massachusetts in 1990, a decision he said "was hard to do with national office."

But, it seems likely to say one of the lessons he had learned in 1988 was that "it is very difficult for an incumbent as an incumbent governor."

Panasonic agrees to repay consumers in price-fix scam

NEW YORK (AP) — Up to 665,000 Panasonic customers victimized by a nationwide price-fixing scheme are due as much as $16 million in refunds from the Japanese consumer electronics giant, officials said.

The settlement Panasonic agreed to Wednesday could be extended to every state except Hawaii, New York State Attorney General Robert Abrams told a news conference.

Abrams said that Panasonic cheated customers by illegally pressuring thousands of retailers, including such major chains as K mart and Montgomery Ward, to charge list price.

"There was an elaborate nationwide scheme whereby certain retailers acted as stool pigeons, as rats, and they would report that somebody down the street is charging less," Abrams said.

The settlement, in which Panasonic denied wrongdoing, was filed in U.S. District Court.

"We voluntarily resolved the matter in the belief that a quick settlement would help avoid protracted and costly litigation and disruption to our dealers and our business," said Ralph Wolfe, vice president of Panasonic, a division of Matsushita Electric Corp. of America.

Abrams said the scheme involved 16 products sold under the Panasonic and Technics labels, including videocassette recorders, video cameras, cordless phones, answering machines and stereo equipment.

Miami estimates riot damage

MIAMI (AP) — Violence in black neighborhoods ebbed Thursday as officials estimated riot damage to buildings at less than $1 million and the community began examining the causes of the uprising.

The rage touched off by an Hispanic police officer's shooting of an unarmed black motorcyclist Monday left one man dead, seven others shot and some 370 people jailed — most of them looters under 18, police said.

Police continued to control access to the largely black Over-town area Thursday, but inside the neighborhood, businesses lifted their shutters, children attended school and youths played pickup basketball.

"Apparently the city has returned to calm, and we're very pleased," said police spokesman Ray Lang. "We're grateful that the focus has returned to the Super Bowl."

But he said police were prepared to return in force if trouble began again.
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Coal shortage idles China's energy supply

BEIJING (AP) — Coal-rich Shaanxi province is running out of the fossil fuel that keeps its power plants going.

Luxury hotels in Beijing have been told to cut energy use by 30 percent during peak hours, and factories are being forced to shut down. The situation has led to a 20 percent drop in electricity use during the evening.

China produced about 900 million tons of coal last year, but the demand for energy is growing faster than the supply. The government is planning to increase coal production by 30 percent this year, but the coal shortage is expected to continue.

Coal is used for about 70 percent of China's generating capacity. Two nuclear power plants are under construction, but China has no operating nuclear reactors.

The official academy said Tuesday the lack of suitable coal in power plants was causing serious power shortages in the capital.

Residents in the northwest section of the city had no power during the evening hours three days a week, and 200 large factories were told they would lose 40 percent of their power supply during peak morning and evening hours on some days.

Coal is used for about 70 percent of China's generating capacity. Two nuclear power plants are under construction, but China has no operating nuclear reactors.

The official China Daily said Tuesday the lack of suitable coal and deactivation of machines in power plants were causing serious power shortages in the capital.

Residents in the northwest section of the city had no power during the evening hours three days a week, and 200 large factories were told they would lose 40 percent of their power supply during peak morning and evening hours on some days.
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Nancy Reagan drug center gets ‘No’ from community

LOS ANGELES (AP) — When Nancy Reagan told old pal Mary Griffin of her post-White House dream to open a drug rehabilitation center bearing her name, “every mover and shaker” was called to action.

Rolls-Royces bearing such luminaries as Texas oilman Marvin Davis, media magnate Rupert Murdoch and actresses Eva Gabor poured into Griffin’s Beverly Hills estate last May for a power breakfast at his post-pavilion.

But the self-described “little people” of Lake View Terrace, fearing the center proposed for the bankrupt Lake View Terrace Medical Center would only invite more crime, just said no — sparking a bitter battle described as “David versus Goliath.”

“I’m not fighting Nancy Reagan, I’m not fighting Ronald or what they stand for or what they do. I just don’t think this is the place for it,” said Susan Kent, 28, who lives across the street from the medical center.

Kent and others picked up a welcome-home gala for the Reagans earlier this month with signs reading, “If you really care, put it in Bel-Air,” referring to the Reagans’ Bel-Air retirement home.

Lake View Terrace is a small town on the edge of a big city. It sits at the foot of the Angeles National Forest — one of the last semi-rural havens for folks who prefer goats grazing next door to Ferraris cruising Sunset Boulevard.

When two planes collided over nearby Pacoima Junior High School in 1957, an accident pictured in the movie “La Bamba,” there was no place to take the dying. The residents rallied to build the medical center.

“So it holds a very special place in the hearts of the people,” says Lewis Snow, an officer in the Lake View Terrace Home Owners Association.

Snow and others want another hospital, and not a drug center they believe will attract dope dealers and devolve property in the neighborhood which has been waging a battle against drugs and crime. They fear the center’s residents will target nearby homes when they need extra cash.

The center is to be operated by New York-based Phoenix House, the nation’s largest private, non-profit drug abuse service agency. Founded in 1967, it operates 10 centers — six in New York and four in California — and is accustomed to opposition.

“If we had to back down every time a community said ‘not here,’ we’d never treat the drug problem in this country,” said spokesman Christopher Policastro.

Mr. Reagan, who spent her White House years with the “Just Say No” anti-drug crusade, reportedly agreed to have her name on a center located near the Reagan’s Bel-Air retirement home.

She asked Griffin to help, saying, “I want to come back and go right to work.”

Griffin responded to her plea by inviting “every mover and shaker in this part of the world” to his May 2 breakfast. Mrs. Reagan is not the first former First Lady to lend her name to a substance abuse center. Betty Ford acknowledged alcoholism and founded the Betty Ford Center at Eisenhower Medical Center in Rancho Mirage, 120 miles east of downtown Los Angeles.

But its celebrity clientele — Liza Minnelli, Mary Tyler Moore and Johnny Cash — caused no similar backlash.

About $4 million has been raised toward the estimated $10 million cost of the Reagan center, including $1 million at the $25,000-a-table welcome home party thrown by Barron Hilton and Griffin.

If the site were to offer treatment, research and training, opening 150 beds to teenagers who live and attend school at the center, where Mrs. Reagan will have an office. It also would house 60 young adults needing treatment. An intervention unit would counsel 15 to 20 youngsters who have just become involved in drugs.

The residents will not have a history of violence, nor be on drugs when admitted, though some might be on probation. The agency boasts a 90 percent success rate among the 40,000 or so youngsters who have become involved in drugs.

The Los Angeles Police Department has remained neutral, but area Capt. Tim McBride is visibly willing to give Phoenix House a chance.

“We have a serious drug problem all across the country,” he says, “and we’ve got to do something about that problem. The information I have about Phoenix House is that they’re successful and they’re well run.”

The center might open this year, but roadblocks remain.

Residents planned to sieze a hearing Friday. On Wednesday, City Councilman Ermani Bernadi, who represents the area and supports opposing residents, requested an environmental impact report. That could mean an eight-month setback for the center if the council agrees to the report Tuesday.

Some residents believe the center will find a home elsewhere.

“We definitely have a David versus Goliath fight,” says resident Jules Bagneris. “And David did win.”
Parents of youngest college grad reach joint custody

SAN DIEGO, Calif. (AP) - The domestic storm tearing at Adragon, the bright boy who graduated from college at 12, has been quieted as his parents reached a joint custody agreement.

The publicly concerned case was headed for trial in San Diego Superior Court when on Wednesday, after months of terms in their bitter custody battle, Adragon's mom, according to the attorney for the father, Agon, said, "We're moving on." Agon, 12, to his friends, made headlines last week when he was graduated from the University of California at Santa Cruz. He was reported by the Guinness Book of World Records as the youngest college grad.

The court-approved agreement came after Santa Cruz County attorneys sought trial to have Adragon named a ward of the court. The terms, which were reached between the parents, Adragon to Mello, and Adragon's mom, leave it up to the parents to establish the time and circumstances of their joint custody arrangements.

Since November, Adragon has been living with his mom, while Mello had closely supervised visits with his son.

The county's child protective service agency is no longer involved in the case. Mello said the settlement called for court representatives to occur with each parent on alternate weekends, and no contact between the parents during their custodial time.

Both parents ordered to be kept under seal by Superior Court Judge Thomas A. Black.

Lawyer Gordon Salisbury, represented by Adragon, said the boy was very happy over the peaceful solution of the dispute, which threatened to go to a full juvenile trial with the youth as a witness. "He is very happy the way the custody is structured," said Salisbury.

"I hope my son is happy ... I'm happy with this agreement," said Mello, whose statements after the settlement, however, reflected his own treatment by authorities.

Neither the mother nor her attorney would comment further.

In September, the boy was taken by police from his father's house and placed in a foster home after officers jailed the father briefly on suspicion of child endangerment over a reported life threat involving him and his 13-year-old sister.

"It was arrested, put in a paddy wagon and the son was kicked down, my son was taken away... it shouldn't have happened," said Salisbury.

Attorneys said the De Mello case is closed, but could be reopened if other important disagreements surface between the parents, such as Adragon's future education.

---

**Classified**

**Campus Clubs**

**Business Office**

- Business Office space in the Student Center. Monday-Friday, 8am-5pm. Phone: 544-3280

**Roommates**

- Room for rent: 2 blocks away from Poly. 1 bedroom w/balcony, kitchen, bath, washer/dryer, cable TV, internet. $500/mo. + deposit. Call 544-4292 ext. 215

---

**For Sale**

- Ford Mustang GT convertible, 5-speed, 5.0L V8, AC, power steering, anti-lock brakes, 5-speed manual, asking $5,000 or best offer. Call 544-8756.

---

**ENTERTAINMENT**

- Indoor/Outdoor Furniture, Bar, etc. for sale. Call 544-7629.

---

**Consumer**

- Sears Sportswear for men and women, size M, excellent condition, asking $20. Call 544-7629.

---

**FOR RENT**

- Room in a sharehouse near campus, fully furnished, close to Poly. $250/mo. 549-0504.

---

**FOR SALE**

- Unvega BMX, brand new, $250. Call 541-4596.

---

**FREE**

- Free books and supplies for students. Contact Barbara at 544-7629.
Friday

• Mustang meets in the Health Center, room 12 at 11 a.m.

• A Central Coast Ethics Seminar will be held at Trinity Church of the Nazarene in Lompoc. For registration and information call 756-6415.

Saturday

• Polly Pals picnic for parents, volunteers and pals will be held at Santa Rosa Park at 11 a.m. The charge is $1.

• Financial aid workshops begin Jan. 12. Workshops will discuss how to fill out SAAC forms, changes in 1989-90 forms and scholarship opportunities. Deadline for the SAAC forms is March 2. Dates for the workshops are: Jan. 26, 3 to 4:30 p.m. in UU 219; Feb. 1, 8 to 10 p.m. in Yosemite Hall, 9th and 27th, 11 to 12:30 p.m. in UU 219; 21st, 8 to 10 p.m. in Sante Lucia Dorm. For further information call extension 2927.

By Berke Breathed

ID CARD

From page 1

quor stores," said English. The police catch several minors with fake IDs a month using the stake-outs, he said. When confronted by police, English said, people don't lie well. Often officers will take the friends of the suspects aside and ask them their friend's name and other information to see if it checks out with what's on the card.

Nightclubs, especially the Graduate, are other places where false IDs are found.

Three people were cited for false IDs Wednesday night at the Graduate, said Lt. Jerry Lenthall, also of the San Luis Obispo police.

A manager of the Graduate, Chuck Degroot, said that on busy nights they will usually confiscate three or four false IDs, and sometimes up to 10. Some of them are sloppy, said Degroot, and some of them are really good.

"If the information matches them well," Degroot said, "we'll let them in."

If there is a question, the doorman will ask for a signature or another ID. If the doorman is pretty sure the ID is fake, he will give it back to the person and will turn them away. If it's positively a fake, said Degroot, the card is confiscated and sent to an investigator for the DMV.

The DMV was not available for comment at press time.

"I'm not worried about it (getting caught) at all," said Tim, "but maybe I should be."